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Special Forces Unarmed Combat Hand
Security expert Leo Prinsloo, 52, who has personally protected Prince Charles, the Kardashians and Nelson Mandela, showed off the bullet-ridden truck that saved him in South Arrica.
Former Kardashian bodyguard reveals how he fought off armed robbers as they sprayed his security truck with 30 bullets in attempted ambush in South Africa
In the latest targeting of American troops in Iraq, an unexploded rocket landed close to a military base on Sunday. There were no serious damages. Today around 2,500 U.S. troops remain in the country ...
As ISIS presence dwindles, U.S. troops in Iraq face other threats
Australia’s suppression of information seen as pivotal to a free and open media is at the center of accusations that the country has become one of the world’s most secretive democracies. Last week, a ...
Australia accused of 'excessive and unnecessary' secrecy
The unit specializes in hostage negotiations and rescue. Here's What You Need to Know : SOBR focuses on small tactical actions. If asked to name a counterterrorism unit in Russia, most people would ...
SOBR: Inside Russia's Super Special Forces Unit
With special forces soldiers like these, it's easy to guess why Putin might be smiling in the picture above. Here's What You Need to Remember: While originally tasked to fight organized crime, the ...
Why Putin Is Smiling: Russia's Secret Special Forces Are Real Killers
From my first mission in 2002, mostly spent on foot on the AfghanPakistan border regions hunting Osama bin Laden, the interpreters were there with us.
Australia owes Afghani interpreters for their combat bravery
In a field on the shores of this idyllic Stevens County lake on Friday, Ted Bookless and 13 other men paired up for a series of exercises that paled in comparison to what each had faced in combat.
‘This saved my life’: Combat veterans kick off Deer Lake retreat after isolating year
Air Force Col. William A. Jones III survived intense burns in the skies over Vietnam while trying to save a fellow pilot. He made it home, but tragically, he died doing what he loved the day after he ...
Medal of Honor Monday: Air Force Col. William A. Jones III
Guilty Gear Strive continues the series' legacy of complex and rewarding technical fighters, enhanced with a new look, characters, and ideas that bring its bold, complex gameplay to new heights.
Guilty Gear Strive Review -- Burning Like A Roman Cancel
Luciano ReberteProgram Director of New York State Latino Gay/Bi Men’s Initiatives, Latino Commission on AIDSEven as HIV infection rates dip on account of PrEP use, the epidemic has worsened in the ...
The 2021 Pride Power 100: 51-100
Most pilots train to avoid flying into storms, but the 53rd Weather Reconnaissance Squadron flies directly into the worst of them.
The scariest flight imaginable: Why Air Force pilots fly straight into hurricanes
This eBook is for the use of anyone anywhere in the United States and most other parts of the world at no cost and with almost no restrictions whatsoever. You may copy it, give it away or re-use it ...
The Project Gutenberg eBook of Guardians of the Tower, by Randall Garrett
A police officer was charged with murder and two others were charged with attempted murder in connection with the fatal shooting of a 16-year-old boy, Honolulu prosecutors said Tuesday. It comes after ...
3 Honolulu police officers charged in killing of 16-year-old
Fatouma was at home with her children in the town of Bambari when the firing began, on the afternoon of February 15.
'It was our children they killed'
I sat in the Pashtun tribal areas on the Af/Pak border. When not rinsing grit out of my teeth from the thick fog in the air, I awaited information from capricious “allies,” on ...
Could an Invisible Military Laser Steal Your Privacy?
Women ENTERPRENEURS Adetola Salau is a social innovative entrepreneur, global educator, author and transformation agent. She established Carisma4U Educational Foundation, which is a social ...
ADETOLA SALAU: Tech Integration into Education, Potent Force for Prosperity
ARTICLE 19 said the proposed new regulations would add to a number of existing mechanisms to monitor and punish vaguely defined ‘fake news’.
Thailand: Proposed initiatives to combat ‘fake news’ undermine freedom of expression
Naftali Bennett has secured the backing of parliament and formed a new government in Israel. And, Joe Biden marked his first attendance as US president at the annual NATO summit in Brussels on Monday, ...
Naftali Bennett is sworn in as Israel’s new prime minister
The top five Democratic candidates fielded questions on congestion pricing, marijuana laws and gun crimes. The sharpest criticism was focused on Eric Adams and Andrew Yang, while Maya Wiley emerged as ...
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